TENNISTT’SVIRTUAL GAMES LEAGUE
REGISTRATION
Registration 26th – 27th September 2020
Registration ends at 10:00pm on the 27th.
Entry Fee: Individual: $50
Entry fee can be made to Carlista Mohammed.
Contact: (868)729-9296
TOURNAMENT DATES
September28th – October 2nd 2020
PRIZES
The top three ranked Individuals at the end of the week will receive prizes.
Prizes will include Hampers and/or Vouchers.

RULES
1. The tournament will be held on TennisTT’s Instagram Page.

@tt.tennis

2. Each contestant MUST be following the TennisTT’s IG page.
3. Contestants must correctly complete tasks to gain points to ascend the
Leaderboard.
4. If a Physicalchallenge or Trick Shot is completed incorrectly, the tournament
director holds the right to ask the contestant to redo the exercise. If the contestant
prefers to keep the original video, a 20-point deduction will be applied.
5. Absolutely NO negative comments or bullying will be tolerated. Point deductions
and/or immediate disqualification will be at the discretion of the Director. The
Director’s decision is final. Some examples of bully are and not limited to: verbal
abuse, harassing and threatening comments.

LEADERBOARD
Contestants will be individually ranked.
Contestants receivepoints for the completion of each task. The Leaderboard will be
shared the morning after every Challenge.

TRIVIA CHALLENGE
The Trivia Questions will be posted on TennisTT’s IG Feed
Feed. Contestants are to
submit
it their answers in the comment section
section.
The first 15 correct answers will receive points as shown in the table below. Only
the first comment/answer of each contestant will be accepted as the Final answer.
Triviaa questions will be posted at 2:00P
2:00PM. Competition ends at 10:00PM
M
ALL contestants
ontestants can earn BONUS points for each like their correct comment/answer
comment
receives.
ONE LIKE = ONE POINT
How To Play:
1.
Put your answers for the Trivia question in the IG comments.
2.
First 15 correct answers will receive points as shown in the table.
3.
Contestants can earn B
BONUS points for likes received on their correct
comment/answer.
1 LIKE = 1 POINT
4.
Competition ends at 10
10:00PM

PHYSICAL CHALLENGE
Contestants will be given a timed physical exe
exercise
rcise to be performed. The exercise
should be recorded and posted on their IG, tagging TennisTT IG page and using the
hashtag #TTVirtualGames
Players are then to comment the amount of reps/fastest time completed and the
strong-arm emojion
on the post correlating to the Physical Chall
Challenge
enge on the TennisTT’s
Tennis
IG page.
e.g “50 reps in 1 minute”
Points will be awarded to the contestant who has completed the most reps in the
allotted time.
BONUS points will be awarded to ALLcontestants
contestants for the amount of likes received
on their comment on our IG page related to their specific video.
Contestants may update their videos and comments at anytime within the stipulated
task timeframe.
How to Play:
1. Registered contestants record themselves performing the specified exercise.
2. Post the video on your IG feed, ttagging TennisTT IG page and use the
#TennisTTVirtualGames
3.. Comment the amount of reps completed on the TennisTT's IG page under
und the
Physical Challenge post. e.g 50 reps in 1 minute
4.. Points will be awarded to contesta
contestants who completed the most reps/fastest time
(1st, 2nd and 3rd)
5.. Bonus points will be awarded for the amount of likes received on th
their
eir comment
on TennisTT IG page.
6.. The videos will be reviewed to ensure the correct number of reps is recorded on
TennisTT IG post.
7. Posting of videos and comments begin at 2PM
8. Competition ends at 10PM.

TRICK SHOT
A specific trick shot will be shared with the contestants, in which they will have 2
days to recreate. Videos are to be submitted to Ms. Mohammed to be posted on
TennisTT’s IG Page. Deadline for video Submission is Tuesday 29th Sept at 10:00pm.
Contestants will be awarded 50points for successfully completing the trick shot.
BONUS points will be awarded to ALL contestants for the amount of likes received
on their video.
How to Play:
1. Registered contestants record themselves performing the Trick Shot.
2. SEND the video to Ms. Mohammed.
3. Ms. Mohammed will post the video on TennisTT IG.
4. 50-Points will be awarded to contestants who successfully complete the Trick
Shot.
5. Bonus points will be awarded for the amount of likes received on their comment
on TennisTT IG page.
6. First trick shot video sent to Ms. Mohammed will be the only video posted.
7. Competition ends at 10PM on Thursday.

EPIC COMEBACK ROUNDS (ECR)
The ECR will consist of 10 tasks. The tasks will be a mixture of riddles, word
scrambles, Rebus Puzzles, Blurred photos etc.
e.gUnscramble: nneistckraet
POINTS:
Each correct answer is worth 10 points
BONUS Points will be awarded for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd fastest correct answers
How do you play?
1. The clues will be posted on TennisTT IG page
2. Contestants are to solve the clue and write their answer in the comment
section of the posted clue.
3. Each clue will be posted every 10 minutes
4. Contestants have 10 minutes to respond to each task. No answers after the
10 minutes will be accepted.
5. Only the first comment/answer of each contestant will be accepted as the
final answer.
6. If answer is deleted, no points will be awarded.
7. Each contestant with the correct answer within the 10 minutes will be
awarded 10 points for each clue.

8. Bonus points will be awarded to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd contestants with the
correct answer.

COMPETITION
TITION SCHEDULE
Sunday
10pm: Entries close
10pm: Competition Whatsapp Group Created
Monday
10am: Physical Challenge given to competitors
2pm: Begin Trivia
10pm: End Trivia
Tuesday
2pm: Competitors post their Physical Challenge & comments
10pm: Physical Challenge competition ends
Wednesday
10am: Trick Shot given to competitors
2pm: start Trivia
10pm: End Trivia
Thursday
2pm: Deadline or competitors to submit their Trick Shot
3pm: Tournament Director p
post Trick Shots
10pm: Trick Shot competition ends
Friday
2pm: Epic Comeback
eback Rounds begin
4pm: ECR ends

